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The idea of cooling the climate with
stratospheric sunshades that would

shield the planet from the sun’s warming
rays moved up the international agenda
this week, with mixed results. On the one
hand, new research suggested that it is the-
oretically possible to fine-tune such a
shield without some of its potentially da-
maging consequences. Publication of this
work coincided with a proposal at the bien-
nial un Environment Assembly (unea),
held in Nairobi, Kenya, for an expert review
of such geoengineering methods. This was
the highest-level discussion of the topic so
far. On the other hand, the more than 170
nations involved could not arrive at a con-
sensus. In a fitting illustration of the heat
surrounding geoengineering, the proposal
was withdrawn at the eleventh hour. 

Under the Paris Agreement, govern-
ments have pledged to keep average global
warming to “well below” 2°C above pre-in-
dustrial levels and to try to limit maximum
warming to 1.5°C. Many see these targets as
wishful thinking: the planet is already
roughly 1°C warmer than it was in pre-in-
dustrial times, global greenhouse gas
emissions are still on the rise and national

pledges to cut them fall short of what is
needed to hit the 2°C target, let alone 1.5°C.

Faced with this, some think there is a
need to turn down the global thermostat
using geoengineering. This encompasses a
range of possibilities, including technol-
ogies that suck carbon dioxide out of the at-
mosphere and others that block incoming
solar energy. One concern, however, is that
these methods do not deal with the cause of
the problem: greenhouse-gas emissions.
Despite calls to map out the risks and bene-
fits of geoengineering, progress on the in-
ternational stage has been limited, in part,
because it might detract from efforts to re-
duce emissions. That shifted this week
when the delegates in Nairobi debated a
proposal for an international assessment.
It is the first time that geoengineering has
been discussed at such a level and in a fo-
rum that includes America.

The unea resolution was tabled by
Switzerland, and by the start of the week it
had received support from most govern-
ments. It called for an expert review of the
science of geoengineering, including stud-
ies on the suite of available technologies,
how each might be deployed and how well

they would or would not work, as well as
any possible negative consequences. The
proposal also called for an analysis of the
challenges in regulating each approach. 

Among the most controversial but also
effective and affordable geoengineering
options are planetary sunshades. By using
high-flying aircraft, for instance, to spray a
fine mist of mineral or man-made particles
into the upper stratosphere, a portion of
the sun’s incoming energy could be
bounced back out into space before it gets a
chance to warm the planet. The decades-
old idea is inspired by large volcanic erup-
tions, like that of Mount Pinatubo in the
Philippines in 1991, which cooled global
temperatures by up to 0.5°C for four years.

In the shade
That event demonstrated that relatively
simple sunshades could have a significant
effect on global temperatures. Indeed,
while climate models project that doubling
the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere could cause between 1.5°C and
4°C of global warming, the models also
suggest that it is theoretically possible to
reduce temperatures by an equal amount
using a sunshade. 

But there are challenges. Stratospheric
particles eventually fall back to Earth in
rain, so the effect is short-lived. A sun-
shade would need to be continually resup-
plied, which is one reason for an interna-
tional governance framework. If a
sunshade were allowed to dissipate while
atmospheric CO2 concentrations remained
high, global temperatures would rapidly 
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2 shoot up, with devastating consequences
in some regions of the world. 

Another problem is the effect of solar
geoengineering on the water cycle. Over
the past decade, several studies have sug-
gested that sunshades could dispropor-
tionately affect rainfall, bringing drought
to some regions. But that argument may be
oversimplified, according to the new study
published in Nature Climate Change.

So far, most studies have modelled a
“fully” geoengineered world in which CO2

concentrations are doubled compared
with current or pre-industrial levels, and
all the resulting warming is counterbal-
anced by a stratospheric sunshade. In-
stead, Peter Irvine of Harvard University
and his colleagues simulated a partial sun-
shade. They were able to eliminate half the
warming effect of doubled CO2 concentra-
tions while stabilising the water cycle. 

In a warmer world, due to greenhouse
gas emissions, the water cycle is intensi-
fied, making drier regions drier and wetter
regions wetter, leading to floods and
droughts. In their modelled “half-warmed”
world, Dr Irvine and his colleagues found
that both temperature and precipitation
extremes were moderated, which should
lead to fewer droughts and floods.

The team also looked at how solar ge-
oengineering would affect tropical cy-
clones. Doubling CO2 concentrations com-
pared with present-day levels increased
the cumulative intensity of all tropical cy-
clones by 17.6%. The partial sunshade
brought that increase down to 2.4%. Limi-
tations in the model made it impossible to
see if this benefit was equally distributed
across different regions, such as the Pacific
and the Atlantic.

The researchers say their study is more
relevant to real policy decisions because it
shines some light on what could be done
by, for instance, combining solar geoengi-
neering with efforts to cut greenhouse gas
emissions. But all this would require inter-
national consensus, and obtaining that
may be a fantasy. 

The barriers to unity were on display in
Nairobi. In 2010 the Convention on Biologi-
cal Diversity advised against geoengineer-
ing activities “until there is an adequate
scientific basis” to justify them, but Ameri-
ca is not a party to that convention. It was
represented at unea. However, several de-
legates told this newspaper that America
and Saudi Arabia opposed the Swiss pro-
posal to review geoengineering, preferring
the issue to be assessed by the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (ipcc),
which is due to include something about
the technologies in its next big report, ex-
pected in 2021. 

The distinction may seem procedural,
but the Swiss proposal was for a more com-
prehensive appraisal and one that would
be delivered more quickly, by August 2020.

What is more, the ipcc’s mandate is pri-
marily to consider the science of geoengi-
neering, not whether and how to regulate
its various technologies. And the impact of
those technologies on a regional and global
scale means governance questions will be
at least as tricky as the scientific ones. In-
deed, there are concerns that some geoen-
gineering methods could be unilaterally
deployed by one or more nations, to the
possible detriment of others. “unep is the
right space because it is the anchor institu-
tion of the un for the environment that col-
lects information but also has a policy
function,” said Franz Perrez, Switzerland’s
ambassador for the environment. 

The Americans, some said, did not ap-

pear to want to make room for conversa-
tions, let alone make decisions, about a
framework for geoengineering that could
restrict their future options. A spokesman
for their delegation declined to comment.

Supporters of the proposal insisted they
sought an honest analysis. There is a bitter
irony in the meeting’s outcome. The only
reason the world may need geoengineering
is that talks about cutting emissions have
gone on so long but achieved so little. Yet in
Nairobi delegates could not even commis-
sion a report. Geoengineering, the toolbox
that a decade ago nobody wanted, could
end up stuck in the same international pro-
cedures as efforts to tackle the root cause of
global warming. 7

Why monkeys and apes took sep-
arate evolutionary paths has long

been a mystery. One widely held theory is
that environmental changes that led to
more open habitats drove a wedge be-
tween these animals, leading the ances-
tors of monkeys to make do with a less
nutritious diet of leaves and those of
modern apes to thrive upon fruits and
seeds. A study led by John Kappelman of
the University of Texas and the late David
Rasmussen of Washington University,
published this week in PNAS, suggests
that this idea is wrong.

There are few vertebrate groups that
have a worse fossil record than monkeys.
Fossils form best when animals die in
places where sediment is constantly
being deposited to cover up their bones,
like streams, river deltas, coastlines and
sand dunes. Because monkeys typically
live in lush forests where sediment is
rarely deposited, they rarely fossilise.
Indeed, while genetic analysis of modern
species makes it clear that they diverged
from apes 30m years ago, evidence of
their first 12m years of existence has until
now been composed of just two molars
that are too worn to show much detail.

A new fossil discovered in Nakwai,
Kenya by a team of Kenyan and American
scientists has now been dated as being
22m years old. Composed of several jaw
fragments with well-preserved teeth still
stuck in their sockets, the fossil clearly
belonged to a monkey. Yet the specimen
has raised more questions than it has
answered because it lacks an important
dental trait known as bilophodonty. 

Best described as teeth that have
crests running between their cusps,
bilophodont molars are found in all

members of the old world monkey family
and play a pivotal part in helping these
animals to chew leaves efficiently. Be-
cause the Kenyan fossil does not have
these crests, Dr Kappelman and his
colleagues believe it was much more
likely to have fed on fruits and seeds.
That goes against the prevailing theory
that leaves became a major part of the
monkey diet after their split from apes
30m years ago.

Although Alophia, as the researchers
have named the fossil, may just be an odd
early monkey lineage that broke from its
kin and later started eating fruit, it is also
possible that this animal had teeth that
were typical for monkeys of the time. If
so, the monkey puzzle deepens: some-
thing other than a taste for leaves must
have led them away from apes. 

Monkey puzzle
Palaeontology 

The conundrum of monkey evolution
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It has been over 30 years since a genuine-
ly new type of drug for treating depres-

sion, or indeed any psychiatric illness, has
come to market. Most antidepressants to
date have been based on the “monoamine
hypothesis”, which holds that depression
is caused by low levels of a class of chemi-
cal messengers (the monoamine neuro-
transmitters: serotonin, norepinephrine
and dopamine) in the brain. Unfortunately,
over a third of patients fail to respond to
these drugs, and even when the drugs do
work, it can take weeks or months for their
effects to kick in.

Hence the interest in a recent an-
nouncement by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration (fda) in America that it had ap-
proved a new drug for patients with
“treatment-resistant” depression, defined
as having not responded adequately to at
least two previous antidepressants. Of par-
ticular note is that it is based on ketamine,
a recreational drug. Esketamine, as the
chemical is known, is branded as Spravato
by its developer, Janssen Pharmaceuticals,
a branch of Johnson & Johnson. 

Widely used as an anaesthetic, keta-
mine blocks specific chemical receptors,
especially one for glutamate, the most
abundant chemical messenger in the
brain. Animal research in the 1990s impli-
cated glutamate in depression. A small
clinical trial in 2000 showed that not only
did ketamine have antidepressant effects
in humans, but it took hold within hours.
Subsequent studies showed it worked on
treatment-resistant depression.

The main side-effect of ketamine is that
it has hallucinogenic effects, such as out-
of-body or “dissociative” experiences.
There is some evidence suggesting the
side-effects of esketamine, although simi-
lar, are slightly less severe. Nevertheless,
the potential for abuse, together with ele-
vated blood pressure and the dangers of
wandering around in such a state, are why
the fda has recommended a strict treat-
ment strategy. This stipulates that the drug
is administered under supervision, in a
clinic or a doctor’s office. Patients should
be monitored for at least two hours before
they leave, record their experiences and
not drive that day.

In research and in clinics that give keta-
mine to patients able to pay around $3,000,
the drug is administered intravenously.
The new treatment is taken in the form of a
nasal spray. Janssen says the cost of a one-

month course will be between $4,720 and
$6,785. Previous studies of generic keta-
mine suggest the effects of multiple doses
last a few weeks, on average, but as long as a
few months in some people.

The trial data Janssen submitted to the
fda was somewhat mixed, but the agency
would probably have taken into account
the wealth of information that already ex-
isted on ketamine’s effectiveness, says Car-
los Zarate of the National Institute of Men-
tal Health. That includes a trial he led,
published in 2006. One of ketamine’s re-
markable properties, says Dr Zarate, is that
it has a “broad spectrum” effect, alleviating
many of the different mood symptoms that
can occur in depression, including anxiety
and the inability to experience pleasure.
For patients at acute risk of suicide, for
which drugs can take too long to work,
there is evidence that it might be a lifesaver
by reducing suicidal thoughts. 7

A new drug could help treat depression

Antidepressants

Ketamine
treatment

Shrimp cocktail, grilled sirloin with
pear kimchi and chocolate lava cake. Do-

nald Trump and Kim Jong Un had the same
food brought to them on individual plates
during their summit on February 27th. Psy-
chologists think a meal like this is a good
first step towards improving relations. But
new work suggests there might have been a
more positive outcome with a different
serving arrangement.

As Kaitlin Woolley of Cornell University
and Ayelet Fishbach of the University of

Chicago report in Psychological Science, a
meal taken “family-style” from a central
platter can greatly improve the outcome of
subsequent negotiations. 

Having conducted previous research in
2017 revealing that eating similar foods led
to people feeling emotionally closer to one
another, Dr Woolley and Dr Fishbach won-
dered whether the way in which food was
served also had a psychological effect. They
theorised that, on the one hand, sharing
food with other people might indicate food
scarcity and increase a notion of competi-
tion. However, they also reasoned that it
could instead lead people to become more
aware of others’ needs and drive co-opera-
tive behaviour as a result. Curious to find
out, they set up a series of experiments.

For the first test they recruited 100 pairs
of participants from a local café, none of
whom knew each other. In return for a $3
gift card and a chance to win $50 based
upon their performance during a negotia-
tion game, the participants were sat at a ta-
ble and fed tortilla chips with salsa. Half
the pairs were given their own basket of 20
grams of chips and a bowl of 25 grams of
salsa, and half were given 40 grams of
chips and 50 grams of salsa to share. As a
cover for the experiment, all participants
were told this snack was to be consumed
before the game began.

The game required the participants to
negotiate an hourly wage rate during a fic-
tional strike. Each person was randomly
assigned to represent the union or man-
agement and follow a set of rules. 

The researchers measured co-operation
by noting the number of rounds it took to
reach an agreement, and found that those
who shared food resolved the strike signifi-
cantly faster (in 8.7 rounds) than those who
did not (13.2 rounds). A similar experiment
was conducted with 104 participants and
Goldfish crackers, this time negotiating an
airline’s route prices. The results were
much the same, with the food-sharers ne-
gotiating successfully 63.3% of the time
and those who did not share doing so
42.9% of the time. 

To see if food-sharing among friends
worked in the same way as it did among
strangers, Dr Woolley and Dr Fishbach ran
their strike experiment again with 240
people, partnering together two friends or
two strangers. Regardless of whether the
pairs were friends or strangers, those who
shared food went into fewer rounds during
the game, averaging 6.4 rounds, than those
who did not share food, averaging 9.8.
Friendship did have an effect, though.
Whether they shared food or not, friends
were generally more co-operative.

Mr Trump and Mr Kim might balk at
having to take turns serving themselves
from platters in the centre of a table. But
these results suggest that such an arrange-
ment really could help world diplomacy. 7

Sharing food leads to more successful
negotiations

Psychology

Dinner diplomacy

Sharing the kimchi would have helped
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Two men, their cloaks billowing, peer
over a wall at a bathing woman. The bib-

lical story of Susanna and the Elders—in
which the lechers threaten to tell her hus-
band she has been unfaithful unless she
has sex with them—was a popular subject
for Baroque and Renaissance artists. Ru-
bens, Tintoretto and Rembrandt all painted
it. Their Susanna is a temptress; Artemisia
Gentileschi’s version (see next page),
which she painted in 1610 at the age of 17, is
different. Susanna twists and shields her
body, her face contorted in revulsion.

The few women who painted profes-
sionally in her era mostly stuck to modest
portraits and still lifes. Gentileschi de-
manded to be judged by the same artistic
standards as men, depicting bold, often

violent biblical scenes and female saints
such as Mary Magdalene. As well as being
the first female artist admitted to the Acca-
demia delle Arti del Disegno in Florence,
she was an astute negotiator. She was paid
five times more than her collaborators for
her part in a cycle of frescoes honouring
Michelangelo. She painted her panel—
which was on a ceiling—while pregnant. “I

will show Your Most Illustrious Lordship
what a woman can do,” she told a patron.

Roughly 60 paintings attributed to Gen-
tileschi survive, along with dozens of her
letters. But her character is evoked most
vividly in the transcript of a trial in Rome in
1612 (when she was 19), in which she re-
counts her rape by Agostino Tassi. Her fa-
ther, Orazio, also an artist, had hired Tassi
to teach her perspective. “He placed a hand
…at my throat and on my mouth,” she tells
the court. “I tried to scream as best I could.” 

A parade of witnesses denounce her as
promiscuous. Two midwives examine her
body in front of the judge. And, in a barbar-
ic procedure deemed necessary to prove
her honesty, cords are tightened around
her fingers while she is questioned. “It is
true, it is true, it is true,” she pleads, over
and over again, until the torture ends.

The spirit of Caesar
Gentileschi’s “Self-Portrait as St Catherine
of Alexandria” was acquired last year by the
National Gallery in London, becoming only
the 21st work by a woman in a 2,300-piece
collection. It was recently dispatched on a
year-long tour of Britain. Letizia Treves, a
curator at the gallery, insists Gentileschi’s
work should not be viewed only through
the prism of Tassi’s assault. The artist
should not be defined by her rape, Ms
Treves says, and so frozen in history as a
victim. Still, the story of an ambitious
woman who overcame sexual predation
has bolstered her appeal in the #MeToo era. 

“Her voice in the court transcript is so
bold, so forthright, that you immediately
want to stage it,” says Ellice Stevens, co-au-
thor of “It’s True, It’s True, It’s True”, a play
about Gentileschi’s travails that won
awards at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival
last year, transferred to London and will
soon be staged elsewhere. In this telling,
her life becomes a parable of sex and pow-
er, pain and revenge. She is both a great art-
ist and a feminist hero.

Her legend has come a long way in a
short time. In “Artemisia”, a film released in
1997, Gentileschi is a headstrong young in-
génue who falls for her teacher. During the
trial—occasioned, in the movie, by Orazio’s
fury that his daughter has engaged in sex
out of wedlock—Tassi screams, “I love her.”
(“Looking back,” Ms Stevens, the play-
wright, says of the film, “it’s inexcusable.”)
In “Painted Lady”, a television series star-
ring Helen Mirren released in the same
year, a murder-mystery is constructed
around Gentileschi’s ferocious painting,
“Judith Beheading Holofernes” (above). In
an experimental novel by Anna Banti, pub-
lished in 1947, the Italian author wove the
story of her own life in Nazi-occupied Flor-
ence with her mental image of Artemisia,
“my companion from three centuries ago”. 

Relevant as Gentileschi’s biography 
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2 now seems, some scholars are wary of the
tendency to find echoes of 21st-century ex-
perience in a life lived 400 years ago. “We
have to be careful not to confuse the wo-
men of the 17th century with feminists of
today,” says Babette Bohn, an art historian
at Texas Christian University. In Gentiles-
chi’s time, for instance, rape was not
viewed as a violation of a woman’s rights
but as a matter of family honour. The trial
in Rome came about because Orazio had
petitioned the pope for compensation. His
daughter was considered damaged goods.

Yet a key feature of her story—the peril
of reporting sexual violence—remains in-
dubitably pertinent. “We still see all the
same victim-blaming and character-assas-
sination that Gentileschi faced,” says Joy
McCullough, author of “Blood Water Paint”,
a book about the artist for teenagers that
was published last year. Sexual assault re-
mains vastly underreported, in part be-
cause of a lack of trust in the authorities
and fear of public humiliation. “Her story
can give young people a language to face
these issues,” Ms McCullough hopes.

As Artemisia informs the audience at
the end of “It’s True, It’s True, It’s True”, “the
final pages of the court transcripts are
missing.” Tassi, however, seems to have
been found guilty. “He’s exiled from Rome,”
Artemisia recounts, “for a while.” A favour-
ite artist of successive popes, the real-life
Tassi returned to work after a few months.

But, as the heroine of the play explains,
so did she. Gentileschi—who once declared
in a letter, “You will find the spirit of Caesar
in this soul of a woman”—moved to Flor-
ence. Married off to a mediocre artist, she
nevertheless set up her own studio. The
Medicis commissioned her; King Charles I
bought one of her self-portraits. She
worked in Naples and London. She became
the great artist she always wanted to be. 7

The united states was born out of re-
bellion against imperial power. Yet it

then amassed more of an empire than is
commonly realised, including by Ameri-
cans. Indeed the country’s history, accord-
ing to Daniel Immerwahr’s lively new
book, is a history of empire.

Grasping that history means looking
beyond today’s “logo map” of America, as
Mr Immerwahr, a historian at Northwest-
ern University, calls the country’s core. His
focus is on the wider lands that have come
under its control: the Greater United States.
At various times this has included the Phil-
ippines (a colony from 1899 to 1946) and
Puerto Rico (now a commonwealth), as
well as American Samoa, Guam, the us Vir-
gin Islands, Northern Marianas and myriad
other territories around the world. 

This history is a drama in three acts. The
first describes the amassing of “logo”
America through westward expansion and
the displacement of Native Americans. The
story of the land-hungry country’s mani-
fest destiny is well known but well told by
Mr Immerwahr.

Next, in act two, comes the annexing of
other territories. In the 19th century a craze
for guano for use as fertiliser leads to the
occupation of dozens of uninhabited is-
lands in the Caribbean and Pacific. Alaska
is purchased. Military victories bring in the
northern part of Mexico and then Spain’s
overseas empire, including the Philip-
pines, Puerto Rico, thousands of islands
and 8.5m people, though at great cost. By
one calculation, the fight for the Philip-
pines claims more lives than the American
civil war. With hostilities stretching from
1899 to 1913, it is America’s longest conflict
save for the one that is still raging in Af-
ghanistan today. The killing in the Philip-
pines in the second world war is the most
destructive event ever on American soil. 

At the end of that war the Greater United
States contains some 135m people outside
the mainland, more than the 132m living in
the core country itself. However, except for
a brief period of enthusiasm for empire
around the turn of the 20th century, the
country’s imperial reach is played down by
its politicians. Unlike London, Washing-
ton is not festooned with grand offices to
run the colonies. 

And then, in act three, something re-
markable happens: America gives up terri-
tory. The population of American lands be-
yond the core states shrinks from 51% of
the total in 1945 to 2% in 1960 (after Hawaii
and Alaska join the union). These days, all

the overseas territories add up to an area
smaller than Connecticut.

Why the retreat? Projecting power no
longer requires going to the trouble of
holding large amounts of land, often
against the will of the local population. In-
stead, globalisation replaces colonisation.
Thanks to aviation, logistical mastery and
other world-shrinking innovations, Amer-
ica can substitute technology for territory. 

Not that holding territory is wholly ir-
relevant, even now. The superpower has
roughly 800 overseas bases (compared
with some 30 held by others in total); in Mr
Immerwahr’s vivid formulation, its empire
is now a “pointillist” one. The United States
did not abandon empire, but “reshuffled its
imperial portfolio, divesting itself of large
colonies and investing in military bases,
tiny specks of semi-sovereignty strewn
around the globe”.

Up from the depths
Mr Immerwahr peppers his account with
colourful characters and enjoyable anec-
dotes. This tale of territorial empire, he
suggests, throws light on the histories of
everything from the Beatles to Godzilla, the
birth-control pill to the transistor radio—
even on the use of the word “America”,
which entered common parlance surpris-
ingly late, spreading only after 1898. It also
has darker sides: racism, the legal grey
zone in which many overseas territories
exist and the lack of full representation
that still affects the 4m or so people living
in them. Deadly impacts of empire, accord-
ing to Mr Immerwahr, range from terro-
rism in retaliation against the presence of
American bases to inadequate responses to
disasters in places with second-class citi-
zenship (such as the feeble reaction to the
carnage wreaked by Hurricane Maria in
Puerto Rico in 2017).

He does not explore the implications of
President Donald Trump’s back-to-the-
core America First approach for the Greater
United States. Nor does he dwell on the rise
of a rival empire, which is famous for learn-
ing from the American experience. Some
observers will look at the Belt and Road Ini-
tiative, and the occupation of islands in the
South China Sea, and detect pointillism
with Chinese characteristics. 7

America and the world

Pointillist power

How to Hide an Empire: A History of the
Greater United States. By Daniel
Immerwahr. Farrar, Straus and Giroux; 528
pages; $30. Bodley Head; £25

Imperialism is an unduly neglected feature of American history
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Laila lalami’s debut novel, “Hope and
Other Dangerous Pursuits”, charted the

plight of four desperate Moroccans who at-
tempt to flee their country and cross the
Strait of Gibraltar in search of a better life.
In “The Moor’s Account” she gave voice to a
real-life Moroccan slave who accompanied
a Spanish conquistador on a disastrous ex-
pedition to the modern-day Gulf coast of
the United States. In both books, characters
learned the hard way that it is better to tra-
vel in hope than to arrive.

Ms Lalami’s latest novel, “The Other
Americans”, revolves around a Moroccan
family who are not travellers but long-term
settlers. Nora Guerraoui, a young jazz com-
poser, receives a call in Oakland informing
her that her father, Driss, has been killed by
a speeding car. She returns to her child-
hood home-town in the Mojave desert to
join her mother Maryam and follow the po-
lice investigation. Was the death a tragic
accident or a premeditated killing?

The story unfolds from multiple per-
spectives. Maryam reflects on the life she
left in Casablanca, the culture shock of
California and her fragmented family: “We
were like a thrift-store tea set, there was al-
ways one piece missing.” Efraín, a Mexican
eyewitness, is reluctant to give evidence
because he lacks papers. Coleman, a detec-
tive, is as keen to solve her first homicide in
town as to decipher her son’s mood swings.

Two main characters emerge from the
ensemble: Nora and her former classmate
Jeremy, now a veteran of the Iraq war. As a
romance develops between them, he com-
forts her through her grief and she helps
him cope with his trauma. The narrative
opens out to become a tender love story, a
family drama and a gripping mystery. 

When Ms Lalami brings in other minor
characters and relays their versions of
events, she loses momentum and the book
becomes episodic. But she recovers the
pace to orchestrate a charged denouement
in which secrets are shared, loyalties tested
and fates hang in the balance. The result is
a powerful novel of intolerance and com-
passion, resilience and weakness, love and
loss, populated by flawed but sympathetic
characters whose lives are rocked by ac-
tions and emotions beyond their control. It
turns out that this family’s journey was not
quite finished, after all. 7

New American fiction

Desert storms

The Other Americans. By Laila Lalami.
Pantheon; 320 pages; $25.95. Bloomsbury
Circus; £16.99

Danny kubuya, also known as King D,
takes to the stage wearing red sneakers

and a blue cap turned backwards. He raps
in Swahili. “If I were president, I would
make those who have nothing feel valued.”
“Yeah,” his backing group intone as they
jiggle from side to side. “I would teach the
people to look after our nation’s riches.”
“Yeah,” repeat the boys behind him, slicing
the air with outstretched fingers. “I would
stop women from being raped.” The audi-
ence of three nod in approval. A goat, tied
to a fallen tree trunk and scavenging for
food in the dirt, bleats noisily. 

It is a Saturday afternoon in Goma, a
town sandwiched between a lake and a vol-
cano in embattled eastern Congo, and a lo-
cal pop group called Life Song are halfway
through teaching a rap lesson. Their 15 stu-
dents are a mix of boys from their own run-
down neighbourhood and children they
have found listlessly roaming the streets.
These homeless youngsters spend their
nights curled up in doorways on folded
cardboard boxes. Their stage is a slab of
concrete in front of a half-painted wall, a
collection of old car tyres propped up
against it (see picture). 

At 12, Danny is the youngest, shortest
and quietest of the boys off-stage, but
oozes charisma on it. His swagger alone
sets him apart from the rest. “We took him
to one of our shows to perform with us and
the audience loved him,” says Robert Ru-
benga, one of Life Song’s three members.
“His lyrics are powerful.”

That is partly because they are ground-

ed in bitter experience. If Danny were pres-
ident, he sings, he would plant more cassa-
va so that nobody in Congo has to go
hungry (some 15m across the country are
severely underfed). He would bring elec-
tricity to a country where less than 1% of
the rural population has electric light. He
would stop the fighting in Rumangabo, a
village where his aunt and cousins live that
has been intermittently attacked by looting
militia for over two decades. 

When Mr Rubenga first met Danny, he
was trying to make money carrying bags for
shoppers in a market close to the lake. High
on glue, he was huddling with friends in an
alley at night. He had fled his home after
stealing $10 from his mother’s handbag,
following orders from a local teenager
whose gang he wanted to join. Terrified of
his father’s temper, he took to the streets.
“My mother forgave me but my father did
not. I was scared,” he says.

From the moment Danny uttered his
first rap, Mr Rubenga saw his potential. He
had been roaming one of the shabbiest bits
of Goma with another band member,
Etienne Hodari, when they encountered a
posse of street kids. “First we bought them
drinks and biscuits, then we sat in a circle
and asked them to sing or rap something
for us,” says Mr Rubenga. “They were not
shy, they like to think of themselves as
gangsters.” Danny started showing up to
the weekly classes.

The band can offer music lessons, but
not much more, as they are strapped for
cash and often go to bed hungry them-

G O M A

Three young Congolese musicians teach street children to rap

Music therapy

The ballad of King D
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Johnson Mightier than the sword

Academies wield less power over a language’s development than you might think 

It is hard to imagine now, but once
upon a time a prominent writer in

English envied the powerful role of an
authoritarian French institution. The
writer was Jonathan Swift, who in 1712
wrote to the Earl of Oxford that the “daily
corruptions” of English were outpacing
its “improvements”. The Académie fran-
çaise had been founded to stop exactly
that process, and Swift called for an
English Academy to do the same.

In the centuries since, though, many
Anglophone writers have been glad that
Swift did not get his wish. There is no
English Academy. This, allegedly, has let
English flourish, promiscuously incor-
porating vocabulary from around the
world, allowing the language, even the
grammar, to develop organically. In this
version of events, in the matter of lan-
guage—as in economics and politics—
the English are the liberals, while the
French are the rigid statists, and French
suffers as a result.

Nonsense. Foreign journalists pay
more heed to the Académie française
than do the French themselves. It is an
endless source of articles like those in
recent weeks saying that the Académie
will finally “allow” the feminisation of
job titles. The sexism of masculine titles
such as le président, le premier ministre
and le docteur has troubled the country
for decades. Traditionally, these had no
feminine forms. On February 28th the
Académie gave its blessing to feminine
variants: la présidente, la première min-
istre and la docteure.

This is all to the good, but it is a mis-
take to think of the Académie as “allow-
ing” anything. Founded in 1634, it is
certainly venerable. Its members, of
whom there are only 40, are called les
immortels; even some of France’s greatest
literary luminaries have been denied

language’s evolution, not to steer it. 
France has the best-known language

academy, but not the only one. Italy’s is
even older; countries from Spain to
Sweden have academies too, others have
bodies that perform a similar function.
These institutions are not totally useless.
Some elements of language can tolerate
plenty of variation—words can have
several meanings, grammar changes
slightly over time, and it was ever thus.
But sometimes standardisation is best,
which is where academies can help.

Take the tango of pronunciation and
spelling. Always and everywhere, the
sounds of words evolve; so every once in
a while, official bodies step in to tidy up
the orthography, getting rid of inconsis-
tencies and silent letters, nativising
foreign borrowings and so on. Tradition-
alists howl—this too is universal—but in
most cases, the new spellings settle in
without much fuss. In Europe in the 20th
century alone, various spelling reforms
affected the writing of Russian, German,
Danish, Dutch and other tongues.

But in other, deeper aspects of lan-
guage, such as grammar, academies can
at best slow natural developments that
happen perpetually. Their blessing of a
change usually amounts to a belated
acceptance of a fait accompli. When acad-
emies claim the right to stop a socially or
politically motivated update, they enter
dangerous territory. Even if they main-
tain otherwise, their conservatism tends
to be as much political as linguistic.

A language is too big and diverse to be
run by even the wisest group of over-
seers. Some deferential French people
may say they want the guidance of their
immortels. They fail to realise that anoth-
er rule-making body wields the real
power: the millions of ordinary French-
speakers themselves.

entry to the club. Academicians wear
special green-embroidered jackets and
swords, and meet in the palatial rooms of
the Institut de France.

Swords they may have, but no power. As
long ago as 1998 the government recog-
nised those feminine job titles, and de-
creed that they be taught in schools. At the
time the Académie strongly objected—and
was ignored. Its work is strictly advisory;
even then, it is not always the best source
of counsel. Its dictionary—in theory the
outfit’s premier product—is not consid-
ered France’s finest. The membership’s
average age is in the 70s; only five of the
members are women.

That the Académie is at best aspira-
tional—a source of guidance people might
say they want but often cheerfully ig-
nore—is better understood by the French
than by outsiders. France Culture, a radio
station, called the recent change of mind
on gendered titles “a mea culpa rather than
a revolution”. The Académie was behind
the times, as even its own ruling acknowl-
edged: its job is to observe “good usage” as
already practised, and to recognise the

selves. Their income from performing in
bars and at local concerts is meagre; Irene
Baeni, the group’s third and only female
member, also sews and sells clothes to
make ends meet. Though Congo is famous
for producing talented musicians (and for
its breezy rumba beats), earning a living in
the industry is tough. Many stars are fi-
nanced by wealthy political patrons. Before
elections their music tends to turn into
propaganda and be peppered with shout-
outs to rich officials.

Yet the country’s problems, exacerbated
as they are by predatory and inept leaders,

have provided inspiration for generations
of lyricists. For their part, Life Song say they
want to use music to “tap into people’s con-
sciences”. One of their raps reminds the au-
dience that those who sleep rough are real-
ly “just like us”. 

Danny no longer does. Over a number of
rap classes, he began to confide in the band
members. He eventually gave them his
family’s address. After six months on the
streets, Mr Rubenga escorted him home.
“His mother was so happy when she
opened the door, she was crying and cry-
ing. She had thought he was dead,” he re-

members. In a region where children are
killed or kidnapped by armed groups near-
ly every week, her fear was well-grounded. 

Life Song’s students turn their lives into
rap. In the West that might be called music
therapy; in Goma it amounts to three musi-
cians and some scruffy boys, hopping
around in black volcanic dust, watched by
an audience of goats. But in a place where
music is as ingrained as hardship and war,
tunes with a message retain the power to
inspire people and change lives. They
might change more if the politicians paid
heed to Danny’s rhymes. 7


